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Time in the Shape of a Mine
Time in the Shape of a Mine: Poems from Combe Down and the
accompanying publication – an historical pageant – Combe Down:
the Hole Story highlight some of the work resulting from poet Andy
Croft’s residency in Combe Down during 2009.
www.bathnes.gov.uk
follow link to the Combe Down Stone Mines Project for more information on
the public art project.
The public art project is managed by
Bath & North East Somerset Council
and funded by the
Homes and Communities Agency

Rosa Schling

£4.95
£3.00 for Combe Down residents
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the cover designs of Anarchy 1961–1970

Rosa Schling

The Combe Down Stone Mines Stabilisation Project will be complete
towards the end of 2009 when 25 hectares of very shallow limestone
mine will have been filled with approximately 600,000 cubic metres
of foamed concrete, the largest project of its kind in the world. Over
the years some 700 houses have been built over the mines from
which the stone was extracted to build Georgian Bath.
To celebrate the success of this unique project the Homes and
Communities Agency made funding available for commissioning
public art. The commissioned artists – Andy Croft (poetry), Paul
Englishby (music), Neville Gabie (photography), Oogoo Maia (sound),
Alec Peever (stone carving), Chris Tipping (ceramics), and Simon
Whittaker (film) – worked closely with many residents of Combe Down
who helped shape the ideas for artworks, ensuring that the works
created reflect the rich and fascinating history of this unique village.

Now recognized as a source of prescient ideas, which can be summed up
in the word Autonomy, Colin Ward’s
journal also made a special contribution to graphic design. This book
reproduces all of its 118 covers at full
size and, through an interview with
the journal’s principal designer Rufus
Segar, explains how they came into
existence. Richard Hollis considers
the covers as exemplifications of
graphic design in Britain in the period.
A sparkling essay on Anarchy by the
late Raphael Samuel provides a political analysis. The book is rounded
off with an index to the journal itself.

Autonomy

Combe Down Stone Mines Project
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The Lime Green Mystery: an oral history of the Centerprise co-operative

The Lime Green Mystery:
an oral history of the
Centerprise co-operative

Poyner Autonomy

‘Anarchy, the monthly journal edited
by Colin Ward, represented better
than any other publication the cultural
revolution of the 1960s; and it did so far
earlier than anyone else and ... more
thoughtfully’
— Raphael Samuel

£25 | $40
isbn 978-0-907259-46-6

Hyphen Press . London

www.hyphenpress.co.uk

Hyphen

edited by Daniel Poyner
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the newspaper of Lewes Labour’s Castle Ward

We won! For now
Lewes Castle ward activist, Emily
Clarke, reports on the battle to retain

A huge thank you to
everyone who took part
in our protest outside the
Phoenix Centre on a bank
holiday Saturday back in
May. You walked through
town with placards in the
heat, stayed for the rally

these services and now
that they need to access
them, they are under
threat of closure. County
councillors blame the
government’s economic
policy, but let’s be clear,
the cabinet – the ones

